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ABSTRACT
Objectives: The objective of the study is to estimate the difference in knowledge gain 
between the students of varied learning approaches during didactic lectures and concept 
mapping lectures. Materials and Methods: The study participants included 118 second-
year medical undergraduate students. The learning approaches of the participants were 
assessed using the ASSIST questionnaire on a 5-point Likert-type scale. Two lectures in 
pharmacology subject were taken using the concept mapping technique and two lectures 
were taken in didactic format with an equal difficulty level. The students’ prior knowledge 
was assessed using 40 MCQ’s that were given 4 days before the commencement of the 
lectures with 10 MCQs from each topic. The same questions were given to the students 
3 weeks after the completion of the each lecture. Results: The score improvement of 
the three categories of learners was significantly higher for concept mapping session 
when compared to the didactic lectures. There was no significant difference in the 
score improvement between the surface, strategic and deep learners in both didactic 
and concept mapping sessions. Conclusion: The learning approach did not influence 
the long-term knowledge retention following didactic and concept mapping sessions. 
Learners study strategy and the mode of assessment could play a role in determining the 
knowledge outcome.
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INTRODUCTION
In pharmacology teaching, the medical 
students are exposed to the classification of  
drugs, mechanism of  action, indications and 
its adverse effects. This acquired knowledge 
is essential for the safe and rationale 
prescription of  drug usage during clinical 
practice.1 However, studies have reported 
that the majority of  the final year students 
and interns are not adequately prepared 
for the safe prescription of  drugs.2,3 This 
indicates that either the medical students 
did not acquire the required theoretical 
knowledge or they lack the ability to apply 
the knowledge in routine clinical practice.  
Hence, there is a need for effective teaching  
strategies that focuses on engaging the  

learner on relevance and application of  the 
learned materials.
The current teaching modalities in Indian 
medical colleges include a combination 
of  didactic lectures with practical session. 
But the passive mode of  teaching creates 
a monotonous teaching environment with 
limited scope of  active learning thereby 
resulting in rote learning.4,5 Hence educators  
have resorted to active strategies like case-based  
learning and concept mapping to promote  
meaningful learning in a large group 
setting.6,7 The concept mapping technique 
is a graphical instructional strategy that 
enables the learner to organize and represent  
the learned knowledge in a meaningful  
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manner.8,9 Incorporating concept mapping  
as an instructional method can promote better 
understanding and retention of  the subject knowledge 
than traditional didactic lectures.10 However, in a classroom 
of  students with varied learning approaches, it is unclear  
which subset of  students gets benefited from the  
concept mapping teaching strategy. The learning 
approach refers to the behavioral and intellectual  
response elicited by the learner during the learning  
process.11 The Approaches and Study Skills Inventory 
for Students (ASSIST) instrument is used to categorize 
students into superficial, strategic, and deep learners. 
The surface approach involves investing little time in 
acquiring meaningful knowledge and more focused on 
memorization. Students adopting a strategic approach 
organize their work efficiently but still have a fragmented 
understanding of  the subject content. A student with a 
deep approach analyzes the newly acquired information 
for a meaningful interpretation.12 Previous studies have 
documented higher academic outcomes among deep  
and strategic learners when compared to surface  
learners.13-15 Another study has documented a weak but  
statistically significant association between deep learners  
and the self-reported use of  a pre-prepared concept 
map.16 However, the role of  the students learning  
approach in determining the knowledge outcome during 
an active learning strategy has not been investigated.
The present study aims to determine whether the students  
learning approach has any influence over long-term  
knowledge retention during a didactic session and  
concept mapping session. This study could provide 
insight for educators on the learner characteristics which 
determine the long-term retention of  knowledge. The 
objective of  the study was to estimate the difference 
in knowledge gain between the students of  superficial,  
strategic and deep approach in didactic lectures and  
concept mapping lectures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This was a quasi-experimental study with a single group 
pre-test and post-test design. The study was approved 
by the institutional research and ethics committee 
(Approval certificate No: MGMCRI/IRC/04/2020/
XX/IHEC/139). The study group included second-
year MBBS students from a private medical college 
in Puducherry. All the students were informed about 
the study procedure and were sensitized regarding 
the concept mapping method of  teaching before the 
commencement of  the study. Written informed consent 
was obtained from the participants before data collection 

and subject confidentiality was maintained throughout 
the study.
The learning approaches of  the participants were 
assessed using the ASSIST questionnaire on a 5-point 
Likert-type scale. The questionnaire had 52 items that 
identified the learner’s approach to studying (surface 
approach - 6 items, strategic approach - 20 items, and 
the deep approach - 16 items). A hard copy of  the 
questionnaire was given to the participants 2 weeks 
before the commencement of  the lectures and was asked 
to fill and submit. Based on the scores, the students were 
classified into a surface, deep and strategic learners.
The study participants attended the lectures as a single 
group. A total of  four lectures which required conceptual  
understanding with equal difficulty were selected by two 
senior faculties. The lectures were taken over a period 
of  2 weeks by the first author to avoid variation in the  
teaching style. The sequence of  the lectures 
was pharmacotherapy of  leishmaniasis (CM 
session), pharmacotherapy of  vaginitis (didactic 
session), pharmacology of  inhalational agents 
(didactic session) and pharmacology of  inducing 
agents (CM session). During CM sessions,  
the classification of  drugs, mechanism of  action,  
indications, and side effects were depicted graphically  
and the learners were requested to draw and label  
diagrams progressively throughout the lecture. During 
the didactic sessions, the subject content was provided 
in conventional textual format and the students were 
encouraged to take notes. The knowledge outcome was 
assessed using multiple-choice questions (MCQ’s) at the 
application level of  bloom’s taxonomy using scenario-
based questions. They were validated before the study  
with the help of  a medical education expert and a  
pharmacologist. All the 40 MCQ’s were given 4 days 
before the commencement of  the lectures which 
included 10 MCQs from each topic. The same questions  
were given to the students 3 weeks after the completion  
of  the each lecture to assess the long-term retention of  
knowledge. The MCQ’s were chosen as the mode of  
assessment because of  its feasibility and objectivity to 
simultaneously assess a large number of  students.
The normalized learning gain (NLG) for an individual 
student was calculated using the formula NLG = 
(post-test score - pre-test score)/(maximum score - 
pre-test score). NLG of  < 0.30 indicates low learning 
gain, 0.30 ≤ or ≤ 0.70 indicates medium learning gain  
and > 0.70 denotes higher learning gain.17 The  
normalization reduces the influence of  the pre-test 
score of  the learner over the score improvement and 
permits the comparison between the groups.17 The mean  
and standard deviation of  the knowledge gain for different 
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types of  learners was calculated. The Shapiro-Wilk test 
for normality was performed and they showed a non-
normal distribution. The knowledge gain difference  
between the lecture and concept mapping session was  
estimated using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The  
difference in knowledge gain between the three categories  
of  learners was estimated using the Kruskal Wallis test. 
The statistical analysis was done using SPSS version 23.0 
and a p-value less than 0.05 was considered statistically 
significant.

RESULTS
Out of  118 students, a total of  100 students (40 males 
and 60 females) who had completed both the ASSIST 
questionnaire and MCQ’s were included for analysis. 
The frequency of  the different types of  learners was  
surface 8 (8%), deep 58 (58%), and strategic learners 34 
(34%). The NLG score improvement was significantly  
higher for the CM session when compared to the didactic  
lecture session (Table 1). There was no significant  

difference in the NLG score between the surfaces, strategic  
and deep learners in both didactic and concept mapping 
sessions (Table 2).

DISCUSSION
In the present study, the authors endeavored to promote 
active learning during the pharmacology lectures by 
introducing a concept mapping teaching strategy. This  
intervention was implemented to promote meaningful  
learning through graphical linking of  the concepts. The 
knowledge retention was significantly higher for the 
concept mapping lectures than the didactic lectures.  
However, the students learning approach did not 
influence knowledge retention in both didactic and 
concept mapping sessions.
Samarakoon et al. demonstrated that the strategic 
approach was the predominant learning approach  
adopted by preclinical, clinical, and post-graduate  
students.18 Chonkar et al. reported that the majority of  
medical students in clinical background adopted the 

Table 1: Normalized knowledge gain score for concept mapping lectures and didactic lectures

Learning approach
Normalized knowledge gain score

Wilcoxon signed rank test
(p value)Lecture using concept mapping

(mean ± SD)
Didactic lectures

(mean ± SD)
Surface

(n=8) 0.26 ± 0.18 0.04 ± 0.08 0.02 *

Deep
(n=58) 0.28 ± 0.18 0.08 ± 0.25 < 0.001*

Strategic
(n=34) 0.33 ± 0.22 0.12 ± 0.27 0.001 *

SD – Standard deviation
* p value < 0.05 indicates a significant difference

Table 2: Comparing the normalized knowledge gain score between the three categories of learners during  
concept mapping lectures and didactic lectures

Teaching sessions Learning approach Normalized knowledge gain
(mean ± SD)

Kruskal Wallis test
(p value)

Didactic lectures

Surface
(n=8) 0.04 ± 0.08

0.429Deep
(n=58) 0.08 ± 0.25

Strategic
(n=34) 0.12 ± 0.27

Lectures with concept 
mapping

Surface
(n=8) 0.26 ± 0.18

0.418Deep
(n=58) 0.28 ± 0.18

Strategic
(n=34) 0.33 ± 0.22

SD – Standard deviation
* p value < 0.05 indicates a significant difference
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strategic approach (50.8%), followed by deep (40.3%)  
and superficial approach (8.8%).19 Our findings are  
consistent with the abovementioned studies where there 
was a predominance of  deep and strategic approach 
among the learners. The observed trend reflects the  
nature of  the teaching strategies and the learners’  
adaptation towards an integrated curriculum.18,20 However,  
it is to be remembered that the learning approach of  a 
student is a dynamic phenomenon and tend to change 
as the course progress and does not echo the personal 
characteristic of  the learner.21 
Bala et al. used concept mapping to teach general awareness 
and pharmacotherapy of  acquired immune deficiency 
syndrome (AIDS) among second-year medical students. 
The authors reported significant improvement in the  
multiple-choice question and problem-based question  
scores after indulging the learners in preprepared  
concept mapping sessions.7  Gonzalez et al. conducted a 
randomized controlled study among students studying 
cardiovascular physiology to analyze the effectiveness  
of  concept mapping. The authors demonstrated 
significantly higher scores by the concept mapping group in 
the problem-solving format but not in the multiple-choice 
format.22  In the present study, scenario-based questions 
were utilized to assess whether the learned knowledge 
was applied by medical students. The knowledge gain 
was significantly higher in concept mapping lectures  
among all the three categories of  learning approaches  
in multiple-choice format. This indicates that active 
organization and linking of  concepts has fostered the 
better application of  the learned knowledge among all 
the type of  learners.
Bonsaken et al. analyzed the learning approach of  
undergraduate occupational therapy students and 
demonstrated a significant association between the deep 
approach subscale of  “seeking meaning” with a higher-
grade point average calculated at the end of  the course.13 
The present study varies from the abovementioned 
study in comparing the test score of  a selected few 
teaching session to establish a clear influence of  the 
learning approach over the knowledge gain obtained 
through the intervention. Since the concept mapping  
strategy promotes a deeper understanding of  the  
subject 8,9, students with a deep approach were expected 
to score better than surface learners. Moreover, a study 
has documented a weak but significant association 
between deep learners and the self-reported use of  a 
preprepared concept map.16In the present study, there  
was a lack of  significant difference in knowledge retention  
between students with varied learning approaches. This 

indicates that the academic performance measured at 
the end of  the course reflects the learning style of  the 
learner but not in a selected few teaching session. The 
possible explanation for the lack of  difference could be  
the smaller size of  the superficial learner group, restriction  
of  the study to a limited number of  teaching sessions, or 
the lack of  congruence between the studying approach 
and the preferred methodology of  assessment.23,24

Teaching strategies like concept mapping focused on 
promoting a deeper understanding of  the subject not 
only benefits the deep learners and strategic learners 
but also superficial learners. Apart from the learning 
approach, factors like interest in the subject content, 
studying strategies (time spent on studying and use of   
resources), and the mode of  assessment might have  
also influenced the learners’ retention of  knowledge.25-27 
The strengths of  the study include a large sample size,  
uniformity in the conduct of  the teaching sessions by  
the same lecturer, and the measurement of  long-term 
retention rather than the immediate acquisition of  
knowledge. The normalized learning gain utilized in the 
study is a better indicator to assess the knowledge gain 
than the post-test scores. The key limitations include,  
restriction of  the students belonging to a single 
institution, a limited number of  teaching sessions, and 
the intrusion of  factors outside the study design which  
might have influenced the learners’ knowledge retention.  
These factors should be considered before generalizing 
the findings for wider interpretation.
Concept mapping is a feasible active learning strategy 
to promote a deeper understanding of  the subject content  
among students with the varied learning approach.28 
Inculcating such a technique might also enable the 
learner to develop similar studying strategies during 
routine learning. This work adds to the growing area 
of  research that supports the vital role of  instructional 
design in determining the academic outcome. However, 
to establish a clear correlation between the learning 
approach and the outcome following an intervention, 
a randomized control design could be more suitable.  
Future research can focus on the influence of  the learning  
approach on students’ performance in the flipped 
classroom or different modalities of  assessment.
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SUMMARY

To summarise, the majority of  preclinical students 
from India take a strategic or deep approach. In a small 
number of  sessions employing a didactic and concept 
mapping strategy, the learning strategy had no effect 
on long-term information retention. Motivation, study 
strategies, and the manner of  evaluation, in addition to 
the learning technique, may all play a role in deciding 
the learners' knowledge output.
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